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01 .  
INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

1.1 Overview of Token Exchange Industry 

Exchanges have emerged out of necessity 

In the early stages of cryptocurrency development, trading was realized through bartering 
among distinct members within the crypto community. The familiar story of Bitcoin’s first  
realized transaction in exchange for pizza set off the introduction of digital currencies 
existing as an asset class. However, with significant restriction, trading cryptocurrencies was 
only conducted in small amounts and needed a certain degree of trust between both sides 
of the transaction. As cryptocurrency trading grew, an environment for more secure, 
convenient, and trustworthy market was required to facilitate these demands. 
Cryptocurrency Exchanges appeared at just the right moment. 

Centralized exchanges are the current status quo of the market 

For over nearly a decade, cryptocurrency exchanges have been at the core of the overall 
industry. According to statistics presented by TokenInsight, the current daily trading volume 
of the digital assets market is roughly over 1,000 million dollars. 95% of the trading takes 
place on centralized exchanges (compared with that of decentralized exchanges). The 
framework of a centralized exchange is very similar to that of traditional security exchanges, 
which enables users to charge their accounts with fiat currency or in the case of crypto, 
directly with digital assets. After accounts are processed, exchange will, based on these 
types of credits, will issue a corresponding amount of IOUs in which users are the allowed 
to use and conduct trades on the exchange. 

‣ Figure 1-1 Centralized Exchange Utilization 
Source: TokenInsight 
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INDUSTRY ANALYSIS

Centralized exchanges are highly efficient as there are no interactions with blockchains 
needed during the trading process, as well as order matching and settlements being 
executed on a centralized server. Despite these efficiencies, many problems still exist within 
decentralized exchanges, especially those surrounding issues of trust and security. 

Centralization comes with trust and security issues 

Contrary to the ideas behind “trustless systems” said to be brought by blockchain 
technology, there are still many issues that reside. When users choose a centralized 
exchange for their business transactions, a one-way trust relationship is established. Users 
need to trust that the exchange will behave according to its terms and agreements rather 
than act in a malicious manner or cause fraudulent behavior. The meaning of trust signifies 
that the exchange will not encroach user assets, process orders in an accurate manner, 
protect the manipulation of trading records, among others. As much as these services are 
said to be offered by exchanges, such a relationship is so fragile that users are faced with 
reality when exchanges run off with funds, goes bankrupt, or commits fraudulent trading 
behaviors.  

Regulation departments, which should regulate the behaviors of exchanges accordingly, do 
not have the power to hold them accountable in many aspects. Despite the high degree of 
innovation that has gone into, digital assets and its association with trading have a short 
development history. Many supervising departments can hardly form policies and proper 
regulations around this newly formed industry, let alone enforce them. This has lead to the 
crypto industry's long foreseen situation of currently landing in a grey area for many 
different countries and regions. Many exchanges, in order to reduce the trouble of 
regulation, are registered in the countries or regions with loose financial laws. Meanwhile, 
due to the irreversibility, anonymity, private key indecipherability and other features of 
cryptocurrencies, supervisions organizations can rarely do anything around the loss of funds 
which have occurred since the start of the industry. 

Security problems brought forth by centralized storage 

For centralized exchanges, the designs of charging and withdrawing are the most 
vulnerable area in which security problems can arise. As mentioned before, users who 
depend on an exchange’s services first need to deposit their tokens into accounts before 
conducting trades with IOU issuances. This means that a leading exchanges hold various 
token assets worth sometimes over several hundred millions or even billion of dollars 
combined, with numerous hackers trying to steal them every day. Moreover, due to the 
particular characteristics of digital tokens, the legal risk or stealing and selling them is far 
smaller than that of perpetrating crimes seen in traditional financial industries. 

Therefore, this has presented a high demand from the public for exchanges to take 
significant  measures in ensuring token security. At present, exchanges have adopted 
techniques such as the separation of cold and hot wallets, 2FA, massive transfer restrictions 
and other measures. However, it seem that no matter what exchanges have done, hackers 
have always found a way to find loopholes in exchange systems. Whether it’s the hacks seen
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from Mt. Gox, Binance, Coincheck or others, even the top exchanges have not been able to 
fully avoid such losses. This is especially true in the case seen from the Mt. Gox attack, 
where the financial losses were taken on by its users instead of the exchange itself. 

Decentralized exchanges are an effective solution to the problem 

In response to the problems mentioned above and with blockchain’s technical 
development, a new species of exchanges have gradually become to thrive, that being 
decentralized exchanges (DEX). DEXs can enable users to conduct trading without 
depositing funds in advance and realizes transactional settlements on-chain, which to some 
extent, solves the issues of trust and security faced by centralized exchanges. 

1.2 Overview of Decentralized Exchange (DEX) 
With the rise of smart contracts and the development of blockchain technology in recent 
years, DEXs have increasingly come into public eye. Although there are diverse forms of 
implementation, the core element of a DEX is that users take charge of their own digital 
asset during the trading process and do not need the trust of a third party to facilitate 
trades. Additionally, real-time on-chain settlements being available on DEXs is a very 
attractive feature for users. DEXs take advantage of blockchain’s natural security features are 
able to safeguard a users’ assets. 

Most of the current DEXs cannot fully realize decentralization as part of their functionality 
remains off-chain, and even require certain degrees of trust and identification from its users. 
However, the level of trust and identification needed by DEXs are far less than those of 
centralized exchanges. The introduction of several common types of Decentralized 
Exchanges will be covered by this report in a later section. 

1.3 Implementation of DEX 

1.3.1 Blockchain-Generated DEX  

One type of DEX is directly established through blockchain technology without smart 
contracts. The overall process can be executed on-chain. According to internal information 
held by TokenInsight, up to now, only Binance’s DEX conforms to this feature. Its order 
book, settlement logic, and other related operations are based on Binance’s own 
blockchain. Thanks to Binance’s blockchain optimization on its own requirements, it has the 
ability to better support transactions. Binance claims that its own blockchain has the ability 
to support all of the existing business of Binance’s centralized exchange, and can complete 
transaction verifications in only a few seconds. This is especially difficult  to realize on 
general smart contract development platforms. Binance’s DEX currently supports the 
trading of BNB and other several types of token assets issued on the Binance Chain, with its 
system being constantly in development and updated. Nowadays, many centralized 
exchanges are trying to establish their own blockchains and even develop their own DEXs 
to complement their very own centralized trading systems. 

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
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1.3.2 Mixed DEX with Off-Chain Order Books and On-Chain 
Settlement 

Currently, most DEXs have adopted off-chain order books and on-chain settlement. 

These types of DEXs can be categorized into two groups: one that features order matching 
and the other without. DEXs without order matching will broadcast orders and allows users 
to autonomously accept a transaction if they please. However, such acts are accompanied 
by front running, order conflicts, and other potential problems. DEXs featured with order 
matching, however, put order books off chain and then stores and matches orders through 
a centralized server, which not only improves the efficiency of order submissions, matching, 
cancelling, and saves transactional costs, but also prevents attacks from front running or 
other type, gradually becoming the mainstream framework and design of DEXs. 

Adoption of off-chain order books, matching engine, and on-chain real-time settlements are 
still part of a centralized structure in regards to DEXs. For instance, the Waves platform 
requires its users to deposit assets into their own gateway and some DEXs ask users to first 
transfer a certain required amount of token that correspond to their orders into a smart 
contract, and so on. However, the settlement of these exchange transactions are completed 
on chain, and users will receive their corresponding assets from on-chain addresses right 
after finishing each transaction. Although some risks still do exist, such as contract 
loopholes, updated and modifications, and others, the cost for trust has already become 
significantly reduced when compared with that of its centralized exchange counterparts. 

1.3.3 DEX Adopting Reserves 

There are some decentralized exchanges who do not organize transactions directly 
between buyers and sellers, but allow users to trade with capital reserves or through smart 
contracts. For example, Bancor and exchanges that adopt the Kyber Network. After user 
submit a request through the Kyber Network, smart contracts will refer to every reserve 
available and choose the most optimal price for this transaction to take place. Bancor, 
however, calculates the price by its own trading algorithm, and all transactions are between 
users and a Bancor smart contract. 

1.3.4 DEXs with processes on-Chain through Smart Contracts 

For some DEXs, the creating, matching and cancelling of orders, with addition to order 
settlements, are all realized on chain through the development of smart contracts. However, 
due to various problems, this type of DEXs are few and seldomly found. 

1.4 Orientation of DEXs 
DEXs adopt different techniques that are targeted specifically towards different users. Most 
DEXs, which are based off a smart contract platform, develop on-chain functions through 
smart contracts, with only the tokens circulating on one blockchain, such as the utility 
tokens of various DApps and tokens of projects recently raising funds. These types of 
tokens are available for trading as decentralized cross-chain techniques cannot be realized

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
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in this current condition. Meanwhile, the tokens listed on DEXs smart contract platforms, 
such as Ethereum, Tron, EOS, with the largest trading volume are all issued by DApps or 
new projects with small market caps, because such kinds of tokens cannot circulate on 
leading centralized exchanges. However, those DEXs can be taken as a complement to the 
functions of centralized exchanges. 

For existing DEXs like Waves, which is aimed towards the centralized exchange market, and 
acts as a centralized gateway server to access tokens from different networks. The token 
types with the largest trading volumes are about the same as that of its centralized 
exchanges. 

For Binance DEX, only tokens issued on the Binance Chain is available for trading and at 
present, it only supports BNB trading. Therefore, its current targeted user base overlaps 
with its Binance DEX users. 

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS
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02 .  
DATA DYNAMICS

2.1 Trading Volume Trends 

2.1.1 Trading Volume Overview 

At present, the trading volume of the overall decentralized exchange industry is currently 
less than the leading centralized exchange, Binance. Since 2019, Binance has had a daily 
trading volume of roughly 49 times that of all decentralized exchanges combined, and 
another centralized exchange, KuCoin, has a total trading volume slightly higher than that 
of the overall decentralized exchange industry. As you can see here, Centralized exchanges 
still have a strong competitive edge against decentralized exchanges.  

‣ Figure 2-1 The Daily Trading Volume of the DEX Industry, with Binance and 
KuCoin Performances Shown in the First Half of 2019 
Source: TokenInsight, SpiderStore, CoinMarketCap 

‣ Figure 2-2 DEX Trading Volume Fluctuations in the First Half of 2019 
Source: TokenInsight, SpiderStore, CoinMarketCap 
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DATA DYNAMICS

Since the beginning of 2019, the centralized exchange market has experienced a warming 
period, with trading volumes gradually continuing to rise. Decentralized exchanges have 
also grown in their activity, with daily trading volumes in May fluctuating around 20 million 
dollars. 

2.1.2 Smart Contract DEX 

Smart contract DEXs feature a settlement system deployed off of a blockchain platform 
through smart contract technology. Up to now, leading smart contract platforms include 
Ethereum, EOS, Tron and others. 

‣ Figure 2-3 The Trading Volume Proportions of the DEXs on Leading Smart 
Contract Platforms 
Source: TokenInsight, SpiderStore 

In March, EOS and Ethereum suffered huge impacts on their trading volumes which only 
had a combined share of 20% of total overall volume, but recovered in April and stayed at 
75%. The trading volume of Ethereum’s DEXs showed a sign of gradual increase overall, 
while the performance of Tron’s DEXs were tremendously volatile. 

‣ Figure 2-4 Trading Volume Proportions of the Top3 DEXs on Ethereum 
Source: TokenInsight, SpiderStore 
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Smart contract platforms that were launched early on and DEXs deployed off of the 
Ethereum platform have been faced with intense competition. The top3 DEXs currently 
occupy nearly 60% of the Ethereum DEX market, in which over 30% is contributed by IDEX 
who has the largest trading volume. 

‣ Figure 2-5 The Trading Volume Proportions of the Top3 DEXs on EOS 
Source: TokenInsight, SpiderStore 

The DEXs on EOS are highly concentrated, with the top 3 occupying over 75% of the 
current market share. Especially, Newdex, an EOS DEX having the largest cumulative 
trading volume in pasts five months. This has led to relatively stable markets while trading 
volumes and the ranking of others have changes rapidly in a short period of time. In the 
recent five months, the trading volumes of DEXs focused on EOS and Chaince are 
respectively ranked second and third. Since the past month, however, the leading DEXs, 
except Newdex, all have undergone a decrease in market share. Moreover, the exchanges 
with trading volumes ranked in the middle are struggling to take more. 

‣ Figure 2-6 The Trading Volume Proportions of the Top3 DEXs on Tron 
Source: TokenInsight, SpiderStore
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The DEXs on Tron are less than those on Ethereum or EOS, only 9 of them remain active. 
The top 3 DEXs occupy nearly 95% of current market share. Especially, TronTrade, which has 
the largest share, has been enjoying gradual trading volume growth since January and now 
stably still holds about 75% market share. 

2.2 Trading Token Types 

The type of smart contracts based off DEX tokens depend on the 
type of the DApps off a smart contract platform. Due to the 
introduction of DeFi, most DEX listed token types off of Ethereum 
are finance while most on EOS are entertainment and game. 

In different stages of project and eco-system development, the leading smart contract 
platforms have different features and characteristics. After a two-year development period, 
the most active DApps on Ethereum gradually transformed from games into DEXs, while 
those on EOS and Tron are still mainly games, but whether there will be other kinds of news 
and interesting DApps worth looking forward to. 

Most tokens traded on smart contract DEXs cannot be traded on centralized exchanges as 
they are published by decentralized application projects with a small market cap. Therefore, 
the types of the token traded on DEXs are similar to the types of DApps active on general 
platforms. 

‣ Figure�2-7�Top10�Trading�Pairs�of�DDEX�on�Trading�Volume

Trading�Pair Daily�Volume($) Type

WETH/DAI 31,199 Smart�Contract�Platform

MKR/WETH 29,785 Finance

CPR/WEH 21,143 Finance

CHT/TUSD 9,821 Finance

WETH/TUSD 4,746 Smart�Contract�Platform

BITOX/WETH 4,013 Exchange

USD/DAI 3,019 Other

MCW/WETH 2,709 Payment

DACC/WETH 2,305 Social�Networking�and�Content

HOT/WETH 1,843 IT�Service

Source:�DDEX,�TokenInsight�
Time:�2019.5.23
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TokenInsight respectively chose to use two representative data sets from the DEXs  
Ethereum and EOS --- DDEX and Newdex, their top 10 transaction pairs, and then, 
according to TokenInsight’s classification, conducted preliminary categorization of these 20 
projects. 

For DDEX, three tokens out of the top 5 pairs are of finance, having an absolute lead on 
trading volume. On Newdex, however, six tokens out of top10 pairs are of entertainment 
and games. 

2.3 User Popluation 

The DEXs on Tron grow fast in active user numbers as well as its 
proportion of out-of-platform users; The user population of 
Ethereum DEXs shows signs of growth while that of EOS is 
somewhat decreasing 

After January, the active users of EOS DEXs began to fall, partly due to the popularity of 
DApp games on EOS beginning to cool, which lead to a decrease in the exchange in game 
tokens. Ethereum’s DEXs had a stable active user population, while that of Tron showed 
large volatility, tripling by the end of March and exceeding more than the 10 thousand 
range. 

‣ Figure�2-8�Top10�Trading�Pairs�of�Newdex�on�Trading�Volume

Trading�Pair Daily�Volume($) Type

PEOS/EOS 85,110 Payment

NDX/EOS 24,666 DEX

DICE/EOS 18,237 Entertainment�and�Gaming

PIXEOS/EOS 14,270 Entertainment�and�Gaming

EMT/EOS 14,110 Entertainment�and�Gaming

PKE/EOS 14,028 Entertainment�and�Gaming

IQ/EOS 9,253 Social�Networking�and�Content

KING/EOS 8,916 Entertainment�and�Gaming

BG/EOS 8,859 Entertainment�and�Gaming

PTI/EOS 8,406 Finance

Source:�Newdex,�TokenInsight�
Time:�2019.5.23
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‣ Figure 2-9 Active User Populations of the Three Leading General Platforms 
Source: TokenInsight, SpiderStore 

‣ Figure 2-10 The DEX User Proportions of Three Leading General Platforms (Out of 
Total Users of the Platform) 
Source: TokenInsight, SpiderStore 
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03 .  
PROBLEMS AND 
TENDENCY

3.1 Existing Problems 

Mainstream transaction pairs are scarce, and transaction efficiency 
and depth are poor. 

The current token market is filled with speculators who are very sensitive to tradable token 
types, efficiencies, trade volumes, and more. However, at present, most DEXs are based off 
smart contract platforms and cannot meet the current demands of such users. 

In the aspect of tradable token types, apart from the current centralized solution, only the 
mature inter-blockchain techniques can effectively expand exchange. 

In regards to transaction efficiencies, at least several seconds are required for smart contract 
platforms to realize irreversibility, and only hundreds of transactions can be processed per 
second. This is a current technical bottleneck and can only be solved through improved 
infrastructure brought forth by the blockchains with more advanced systems. 

Trading depth is closely related to tradable token types, user population, and more. 
Although there are techniques used to share transaction depth and order books, they are 
currently available on a large-scale. 

3.2 Development Tendency 
With the development of decentralized applications, the tradable token types on DEXs are 
increasing. Especially, the boost of decentralized finance also warms up DEX industry. In the 
long run, tokens in gaming, utility and financial applications are still the mainstream types 
seen in DEX trading, but, with the advent of more application scenarios and advancement 
in technology, the tradable token types will become more diverse. 

Besides the improvement on using experience, the DEXs nowadays put more emphasis on 
popularizing application and lowering user threshold. Concrete measures include: 
publishing DEXs on multiple platforms, embedding DEXs in more token wallets, excavating 
the projects with more potential, increasing unique cryptocurrencies and others. 

More and more candidates have joined the race in the DEX industry. For instance, lots of 
wallets are working on developing their own DEX platforms, in hopes of enriching the 
application functions of their existing user population. 
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PROBLEMS AND TENDENCY

3.3 Analysis on the High-Quality Projects 
As the market of DEX industry set a low threshold for technique and operation, the 
operators of DEX can be the non-specific participators of token eco-system. For many DEX 
operators, the business entities usually possess multiple identities, which indicates that 
decentralized trading will be the extra function besides main businesses. With the 
development of the eco-system of EOS and Tron and other general platforms since the end 
of 2018, new DEXs are emerging rapidly. TokenInsight selected several projects at the 
leading position of DEX industry or those with rapid growth, investigating the operation 
detail of this industry. 

Newdex is a DEX based on EOS, realizing real-time settlement of users’ 
assets on EOS’s mainnet and the on-chain open accessibility of order 
history. In order to ensure real-time order settlements, the Newdex team 
has adopted escrow accounts to speed up this process. However, escrow 
accounts do faces some problems of centralization and therefore runs the 
risk of trust. In response,  the Newdex team claims that their smart 
contracts are undergoing a security audit and are about to publish the 
recent finding, which will further improve the degree of decentralization 
and trust. 

Up to now, Newdex supports almost all main digital assets issued 
through EOS, and is also embedded in many wallets, having a sound user 
foundation and to a certain extent guaranteeing the user channel 
development and transaction liquidity. 

‣ Figure 3-1 Transaction frequency and trading volume of Newdex 

Source: TokenInsight 

The trading volume of Newdex showed an obvious sign of growing in 
recent months, which in February was only around 500 thousand dollars, 
and has stably increased since the middle of March, Daily trading volume 
broke a record by reaching nearly 3 million dollars. Meanwhile, 
frequencies for on-chain transfers gradually rose and reached a record-
high in May, with a highest daily transfers recorded at roughly 90 
thousand.
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Based on ByteTrade’s blockchain technology, Kcash’s Exchange (KEX) has 
finished  development. It is a decentralized trading platform launched by 
Kcash’s wallet and based on unique functionality. Some of these functions 
include dealing with the inter-blockchain bottlenecks of DEX and KEX, 
the multi-signature of super nodes, locking up users’ asset in the smart 
contract or script address of the corresponding blockchains, realizing 
inter-blockchain settlement of asset, and more. Besides, KEX has Kcash’s 
existing user population and technique accumulation as its very own 
natural advantages. 

Kcash’s wallet is a decentralized system that features wallet secret keys 
and addresses private key both locally saved. At present, KEX mainly 
supports BTC, ETH, USDT, ERC20 series, BCH, BSV, LTC, DOGE and 
other mainstream cryptocurrencies. EOS support is also being worked on 
for future developments. 

Tokenlon is a decentralized exchange published by the famous 
decentralized wallet imToken, based on Ethereum and adopts techniques 
found in the 0x decentralized protocol. Combined with order book depth 
based off of the 0x protocol, Tokenlon to some extent ameliorate the 
problems of deficient trading depths and relatively high-level transaction 
slippage faced by most decentralized exchanges. Moreover, as Tokenlon 
adopts the 0x protocol, order generation and matching are off chain and 
order settling is found on chain. Users do not need to pay the gas fee for 
order generation and cancellation, which lowers the market participating 
cost.  

Tokenlon’s beta was launched in May, with a daily trading volume now in 
the hundreds of ETHs, ranked as middle to upper level among the 
Ethereum DEXs. 

Dex.top is a double-blockchain DEX based on both Ethereum and EOS, 
and it was acquired by a centralized exchange named Bibox in late 2018. 
Through ROC (Replayed on Chain) mechanism, Dex.top realizes off-chain 
matching and verification and on-chain settlements, making a balance 
between user asset security and real-time high-concurrency transaction. 
User’s assets are entrusted to on-chain smart contract, and user’s private 
key signatures are needed when conducting transactions. Therefore, 
asset are highly secure. 

Dex.top simultaneously keeps ledgers both on-chain and off-chain which 
are highly synchronized. All transactions will be replayed on chain to 
ensure the uniformity of account balances. 

Up to now, Dex.top has published more than ten transaction pairs 
involved ETH and EOS and new types are gradually appearing. Its 
trading volumes as well as transaction activity has been soaring since it 
was launched in 2019 Q2. 

As to future development, Dex.top will act as complement to the 
centralized exchange Bibox and also be able to take advantage of 
Bibox’s vast user base. 

PROBLEMS AND TENDENCY
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